
	   	   	   	   	   	  
	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	   	   	  
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                                        OAKBROOK MENʼS CLUB  
MAY 18, 2017                         PACE OF PLAY RULING 
 
IMMEDIATE ADJUSTMENTS TO CURRENT TOURNAMENT/FUTURE 
TOURNAMENTS AND STANDARD PLAY. 
 
Oakbrook (Men's Club/Staff) will NO longer accept or tolerate 
tournament/standard play rounds that exceed 4:20 minutes (four-hours and 
twenty minutes). Rounds beyond 4:20 minutes are potentially compromising 
future Men's Club scheduling, RMG Oakbrook Staff relationships and the pure 
enjoyment of golf! 
Facilitating these adjustments lie solely on the individuals participating in play. 
Although the Men's Club and Staff will triage parings to mitigate "Deliberate 
Players" being paired together, mixing walking/cart pairings (look for future sign 
up sheets asking for walking/cart), and the assessing of penalties.  
Going forward all pairings or foursomes will be asked to "stay in position", “In 
Position” is when you/pairing/group are close enough to the players in front of 
you that you're stepping onto the tee box prior to them/players in front of you 
holing out on that holes' green. The opposite of “In Position” is “Out of Position”, 
players/groups that are “Out of Position” will be assessed a one stroke penalty 
immediately upon becoming “Out of Position”, penalties will be assessed by 
players in that group, on themselves. If you're being assessed by Staff/Marshals 
you've failed yourselves. (this is a warning to all, you will not receive an "on 
course" warning). If players/group are able to get back “In Position” within 2 holes 
the penalty will be withdrawn (by players/group). 
        EG, while playing in a tee time or shotgun event, group B steps onto the tee 
box and group A hasn't holed out, Group B is In Position. 
        Likewise if group B steps onto the tee box and group A has holed out and 
are hitting their approach shots on the next hole, Group B is “Out of Position”. 
 
Facilitating a 4:20 minute (-) round can be accomplished with "putt-out-N-GO!" 
Once you putt-out, GO to the next tee box and tee off. Please use common 
sense and if in a tournament play scenario set it up where opposing 
players/teams are holding the flag and putting out. Wayward shots that have the 
potential of being lost or Out-of-Bounds, players should play a provisional ball. 
Ensure your intentions are acknowledged by your playing partners. In play where 
tee order doesn't matter, once you arrive at the tee box, prep/step-up/hit. 
Be a gracious player and help partner rake bunker, grab his cart, and watch his 
tee/every shot (within reason...if they're always in the middle, just play. If they 
have a tendency to be wayward help them out) 
 
*4:20 is the standard. *Be In-Position, Out-of-Position will be penalized. 
*Putt-out-N-GO! 


